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Abstract - In this paper we considered the problems we come
across while mining high utility itemsets these are excessive
memory usage , time required and the generation of many
number of candidate itemsets. High utility itemsets may be
defined as the itemsets with maximum profit. A comparative
study of different algorithm along with the proposed approach
is done by us. It’s found that the proposed methods perform
better as compared to the already existing algorithms. The
results of all three algorithms namely CHUD Miner (closed
high utility itemsets discovery), UP Growth and UP++ Growth,
are compared using graphical analysis. Association rule
mining algorithm is also used to as to get the total number of
high utility itemsets from candidate itemsets without
accessing the original database.

for representing high utility itemsets. Graphical analysis is
done for seeing the results as these are in demand nowadays.
2. RELATED WORK
The redundancy issue in high utility itemset mining was
solved by proposing a compact representation of all high
utility itemsets. An approach was suggested by cheng et.al
[1], CHUD (closed + high utility itemset discovery) so as to get
high effectiveness for the mining task. After that, to pick up all
high utility itemsets from set of closed+ high utility itemsets a
new algorithm DAHU was proposed which will show the
results without accessing the original database. The outcomes
showed that the proposed algorithm achieves an enormous
decrease of about 800 times and more. In addition, the paper
showed that the mixture of CHUD and DAHU outperforms the
state-of-the-art algorithms for mining high utility itemsets.
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The research by Yun et.al [9], invented a new data mining
technique to identify significant rare data rules and although
they are really sparse in database, they are highly associated
with very specific data. This play an important role when the
data is stored and processes involved are humongous. The
paper experimentally compared the new algorithm with
existing data mining techniques to find out association rules.
The backbone of proposed technique lies in adopting a new
constraint called relative support that enables to identify the
strong co- relation between infrequent rare data items. The
experimental results showed that that the latest algorithm
outperforms the existing ones.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mining of frequent itemsets focuses on the threshold value
only, and doesn’t consider other factors such as profit
gained, quantity or some other. High utility mining finds the
items which pass the minimum threshold value and the
itemsets which comes above that defined threshold are
known as promising itemsets. This doesn’t consider the
quantity of the purchased item, so there is no necessities to
find the significance of the items that are there in database.
Threshold value may be said as the minimum limit that must
be present; below that particular limit the items are rejected.
High utility itemsets have utility greater than user-defined
minimum utility threshold if the utility is less than defined
one then it is called a low-utility itemsets, threshold value is
defined before only. Advancement in different technologies
has made it achievable for retail organization to collect and
stock up huge amount of sales data which is well known as
basket analysis. Earlier defined methods that were used for
utility mining produces large itemsets that will degrade
performance, consequently this has become a challenging
problem to the mining performance. To address this issue,
we proposed a new algorithm with a compact data structure
which will help efficiently in discovering high utility itemsets
from transactional database. The compact data structure
used will also help to reduce the amount of time required
and memory usage in finding high utility itemsets.

The paper authored by Liu et.al [10], is one of the relevant
paper that speaks about association rule mining in database.
The article discussed about setting user specific constraints
called minsup and minconf for generation of association rules
in a database. Minsup controls the minimum support, or the
data association needed for a rule to be valid, whereas
minconf controls the predictive length of a rule. However
extreme delicacy is needed while setting the parameter
minsup as it needs to be low enough to cover all rarefrequent data associations, but at the cost of exponentially
blown up combinatorial problem of data associations. The
novel solution proposed to the problem called rare item
problem is to set up multiple minsup to truly capture the
varieties of frequency of different data items and their
appearances. The paper was concluded by stating the
experimental results that, a single minsup is insufficient for
association rule mining so a relevant hybrid solution between
setting the minimum support value neither too high nor too
low should be taken into view. This leads to the invention to
the invention of most relevant rare item rules omitting

The new algorithm introduced is compared with the already
existing techniques and results are seen, these results are
compared on the basis of memory usage and time required
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meaningless ones. The paper mining interesting imperfectly
sporadic rule by the koh et.al [13] is the accomplished future
work that was mentioned by him earlier in the paper Inding
sporadic rules using Apriori inverse. The article discussed on
the mining interesting sporadic rules. This paper concludes
by stating that the existing algorithm hardly tries to extract
sporadic like infrequent itemsets, though the rules can be
interesting enough for further investigation, the proposed
method embraces the chance of accepting rules occurred by
pure chance.

For all the transaction the profit value is calculated by
considering the transactional utility and transactional
weighted utility, A minimum amount of profit value is
decided which is termed as the threshold value if the itemsets
has profit lesser than the decided threshold, the itemset get
rejected. All the unpromising itemsets are removed and only
the promising ones are recognized for further use.
The set of promising itemsets are kept aside and the different
algorithms are applied on them. With the dataset of
promising itemsets UP tree and UP+ tree is constructed and
on the tree the respective algorithms were applied namely
UP+ Growth and UP++ Growth. further more to this on the
promising itemsets CHUD miner is applied.

The paper finding sporadic rules using Apriori inverse
authored by Koh et.al[14], proposed about a new category of
rules called sporadic rules. Those are the rules, by definition,
with low support but high confidence in a database, example
a rare association of two symptoms indicating a rare disease.
However, the paper proposed a method called Apriori inverse
to discover sporadic rules which eliminates candidate rules
that lies above a maximum support threshold. This leads to
the classification of sporadic either perfect or imperfect basis.
The article concludes with speaking relevance of sporadic
rules and how the current mining algorithms fail to capture
them.

An association rule mining algorithm DAHU (Derive all high
utility itemsets) will show all the high utility itemsets in the
transaction without considering the original database.
The UP-Growth+ algorithm will work as follows Subroutine: UP-Growth+ (Tp, Hp, X)
Input: A UP-Tree Tp, a header table Hp for Tp and an itemset
X.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

Output: All PHUIs in Tp.

The proposed flow will be as –

Procedure UP-Growth+ (Tp, Hp, X)

Consider the figure shown, the block named as transactional
database contains all the transactions involved (our
experiments were done on book store database).
Transactional utility of each item may be defined as the
individual profit of particular itemsets in a transaction.

Step 1 For every admission z(i) in Hp do
Step 2 Produce a PHUI P = X ∪ z (i);
Step 3 The approximation utility of P is set as z (i)’s
usefulness value in Hp;
Step 4 Construct P’s conditional pattern base P-CPB;
Step 5 Put local promising items in P-CPB into Hy;
Step 6 DLU to reduce path utilities is applied;
Step 7 Apply strategies DLN and insert paths into Tq;
Step 8 If Tq ≠ null then call UP-Growth+ (Tq, Hq,P);
Step 9 End for.
The UP tree maintained by using the promising itemsets will
be considered as the input in applying the UP+ Growth
algorithm. Along with this a header table is maintained
which is initially empty
For every entry in the header table a PHUI P (promising high
utility itemsets) is generated.
Two strategies DLU (discarding local unpromising itemsets)
and DLN (discarding local node) are applied and the paths
are inserted to Tq. The algorithm is called recursively till Tq
is empty.

Fig-1: Flow of proposed system
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Two strategies DGU (discarding global unpromising
itemsets) and DLN (discarding local node) are applied and
the paths are inserted to Tq. If Tq has any value then UPGrowth++ is called until Tq becomes empty.

The CHUD algorithm work as follows First of all we need to provide the input dataset which is
basically the transactional dataset along with the minimum
utility.

After applying the above two algorithms CHUD Algorithm
which is an extension of DCI Closed is applied to mine closed
Itemsets, DCI is one of the best methods to find high utility
itemsets. In CHUD

Next to this the database is been scanned for finding the
promising transactional utilization. Again for the second
time the database is been scanned to generate Extended
Utility.

Algorithm for mining CHUIs(candidate high utility are
calculated and include several effective strategies for
reducing the number of candidates generated in Phase1.
Finally, the Main procedure performs Phase2 on these
candidates to obtain all CHUI

Further, on the generated promising itemsets the algorithm
GEN-CHUI is applied which works recursively to generate
the candidate itemsets.
Two arrays are maintained by the algorithm post-array and
the next-array, which will lead to the generation of candidate
itemsets. Another strategies used will discard the local
promising nodes and thus the number of candidate keys
generated is very less.

At the end the UP+ Growth and UP ++ Growth results are
seen for the synthetic and real database.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments results show that the UP++ Growth
outperforms than the already existing UP+ Growth
algorithm. A synthetic dataset named Mybook store is
maintained and database of this store is maintained on
monthly basis. Amazing results were available when the
improved UP Growth is been applied on this.

The Up-Growth++ algorithm will work as follows Subroutine: UP-Growth++ (Tp , Hp , X)
Input: A UP-Tree++ Tp , a header table Hp for Tp and an
itemset X.
Output: All PHUIs in Tp .
Procedure UP-Growth++ (Tx , Hp , X)
Step 1 For each entry zi in Hp do
Step 2 Generate a PHUI P = X ∪ zi ;
Step 3 The approximation utility of P is set as zi’s profit
value in Hp;
Step 4 Construct P’s conditional pattern base P-CPB;
Step 5 Put local promising items in P-CPB into Hq
Step 6 Apply strategy DGU to reduce path utilities of the
paths;
Step 7. Apply strategy DLN and insert paths into Tq ;
Step 8. If Tq ≠ null then call UP-Growth (Tq , Hq , P);

Fig-2: Graphical representation of memory usage and time
required in UP-Growth, UP+- Growth and CHUD algorithm

Step 9. End for
The already generated UP+ tree will be used for applying the
above algorithm along with it a header table is maintained,
same as in the previous algorithm.

In figure, all the algorithms applied on the same datasets and
the results shows that the memory usage significantly
decreased in improved UP++ algorithm as compared to the
UP+ Growth algorithm. But in case of CHUD the results found
to be similar as the proposed algorithm.

For each entry in the header table a PHUI P (promising high
utility itemsets) is generated.
The estimated utility of P is set as the items utility, after this
conditional pattern base of P is generated and the promising
itemsets are kept in this.
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5. CONCLUSION

The algorithm named UP++ Growth is proposed here for
mining high utility itemsets from transactions. UP++ Growth
proved to be more efficient than the UP+ Growth as well as
CHUD algorithm. Moreover, the generation of candidate
itemsets is done only with two scans of the original database.
It’s also been seen that the number of high utility itemsets
produced are comparatively lesser than in the other two
algorithms
The mining performance is improved as the search space;
number of candidates and time required are effectively
reduced by the proposed strategies as compared to the UP
Growth. The experimental results show that UP++Growth
outperforms in terms of memory usage and time, especially
when the size of the database is very large.

Fig-3: Showing the comparative analysis of all three
algorithms using google charts

In future, there are many other compact representations
such as getting the odd and even ratio as well as rare
association rule mining which is not been applied till now
can be included along with work done till now.
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Fig-5: Product with high utility.
Association rule mining will select the itemsets with
maximum profit from the candidate itemsets generated and
provide us the same without accessing the original database.
In our experimental results figure 4 shows the top 3 high
utility itemsets present in the transactional database.
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